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WayS to make a Gift

We are defined by a commitment to our students,
and inspired by their determination.
Each of them is remarkable.
Learning and growing in a secure and nurturing environment,
they develop the skills necessary to overcome challenges.
They learn from us, but we also learn from them.
Listening and observing, encouraging and teaching,
we work closely with their families to instill self-confidence
and build a strong foundation for lifelong independence.
We view their future with unwavering optimism.

WE ARE THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL.
UNCOVERING THE SPECIALNESS IN EVERY CHILD™

www.gillenbrewer.com
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Dear Gillen Brewer Community,
We are pleased to share with you our 2017-2018
Annual Report of donors. In the 2017-2018 year,
we raised $2.06M to support our school. We are
dependent on the generous gifts of the Gillen
Brewer community in order to operate our program,
and are fortunate to receive support from current
parents and caregivers, staﬀ, alumni parents, grandparents, trustees, friends,
and organizations. Thank you to everyone who supported us last year. The
success of Gillen Brewer is due to strong leadership by the Board of Trustees,
Head of School, staﬀ, and the partnerships we have with our families.
We are excited to share an update about the ongoing strategic planning work
in which we have been engaged. This work has taken into consideration the
best way to continue carrying out our mission: to educate and support our
students to become conﬁdent, independent, and engaged learners. We do
this while working to ensure a solid and sustainable future for Gillen Brewer.
We have oﬃcially launched our search to ﬁnd a new home for Gillen Brewer!
To aid us in the search, we have hired Savills Studley, a commercial real estate
services ﬁrm. Senior Managing Director David Carlos will lead the charge.
He came highly recommended due to his work in the nonproﬁt sector, and we
look forward to his leadership in helping to locate a new home for the school.
We have assembled a Task Force to assist the school in this important
process, and look forward to sharing updates with you as the building search
progresses. Fundraising will be an important part of this initiative as it
moves forward, and we look forward to engaging each member of our
community. We thank you for being our partners and supporting us
generously as we continue uncovering the specialness in every child.

From our earliest imaginings of who we would be,
“
we were determined to be a school not just for children,

but for their families. Gillen Brewer is a place where
parents tell their stories and know they are understood.
Our community is a testament to the power of family,
and there is both comfort and strength in knowing
you are not alone.

”

laura Bilicic
co-founder, the Gillen Brewer School

Sincerely,

donna kennedy
Head of School
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kathryn tyree
Board Chair
Alumni Parent
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OUR HISTORY

We know how much planning, hard work, patience,
“
and creativity go into making it a success on a daily basis.

While our child’s growth and desire to learn are obviously
paramount, it is important that we also acknowledge the
quality and warmth of your communication with us as parents.

”

CURRENT FAMILY

the Gillen Brewer School was founded in 1992 by
laura Bilicic and laurie dubos as a school for children
with significant learning challenges.
As special education teachers, they saw the overwhelming need for a school
in New York City where families with children who have significant special
needs would be welcomed, educated, and supported. The founders believed
that a knowledgeable and informed family was invaluable to each child’s
overall education. To underscore the importance of family, the school was
named after the founders’ grandmothers, Mattie Gillen and Virginia Brewer.
The school opened in 1992 with one student and added classes until it
reached 48 students from Pre-K through second grade. Forty-eight students
were housed in what had once been the servants’ quarters of a stately mansion
on Park Avenue. In August 2005, the school moved to its current location at
410 East 92nd Street. The school currently has 88 students and 62 staff.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES, BOARD OF ADVISORS,
ADMINISTRATION

It means
everything to be
a part of the
Gillen Brewer family.
The experience is
life changing.”

“

”

parent
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STAFF*

Board of TrusTees

Head TeacHers

arT and music

kathryn tyree, Chair
Henry B. Schacht, Chairman Emeritus
lawrence W. leighton, Treasurer
laura Bilicic, Secretary
neal meltzer
Beth Saunders
James Shipp
angela Howard Stone

ashley dallas
Jeanne de Jesus
linda delaney
alex felice
carly furino
marissa Goldstein
michelle konigsberg
emmy mlawer
Sabrina Samaroo
rebecca Skolnick
Hannah Sorgi

ashley cavadas
robert kennedy

Board of advisors

frank d’amelio
mark Hickson
patricia russo
richard Segal
paul tagliabue
John l. vogelstein
adminisTraTion

donna Kennedy, Head of School
peyton arnold, School Nurse
paul dentrone, Director of Technology and
Facility Management
monica fishman, Program Director
Braque Hershberger, Assistant Head of School
dr. cathy kaufman iger, Director of Family Programs /
Admissions Oﬃcer
krista Jacobsen, Development Associate
cherise Jones, Accounting Manager
kara marks, Program Director
Stacey marye, Supervising School Nurse
Joline robles, Administrative Assistant – Head of School
ida Sacconi, Receptionist and Administrative Assistant
Julian parham Santana, Director of Marketing and
Outreach/Admissions Oﬃcer
Sharon Slate, Controller/CFO
Joe Surak, Director of Admissions
caitlin terry, Director of Development and Advancement
tHe Gillen BreWer ScHool

associaTe TeacHers

Hande akbas
Becca Blau
Bryan Bove
april cacho
alicia clark
Hilary colon
alexandra falzetti
mary flieger
Hanna friedman
Jennifer lee
naziya khan
leslie katz
laura koch
Zana milovanovic
nisha missir
nicole overton
courtney pusey
aaﬁa Syed
carly tobin

speecH and Language
paTHoLogy deparTmenT

Holly thomas, Head of Department
Jane enright, Pathologist
Jennifer Hogan, Pathologist
elizabeth lee, Pathologist
daria morganstern, Pathologist
occupaTionaL THerapy
deparTmenT

Shannie easterby, Head of Department
Brittany Blacker, Therapist
katie Hanauer, Therapist
Sarah leventhal, Therapist
eileen rabe, Therapist
psycHoLogy deparTmenT

dr. audrey Halpern, Head of Department
dr. carli koch, Psychologist
missy napoli, Psychologist

commitment to a common
“goalAnisunbreakable
what this family of Gillen Brewer has.
And that commonality is what makes it
a family that lives on forever.”

”

ALUMNI FAMILY

*As of 8/1/2018
2017-2018 annual report
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY 2017 - 2018
Thanks to the partnership with our generous donors, the Gillen Brewer
School is a leader in special education, providing students with
learning experiences that transform each and every one of their lives.

Total

$1,539,650.00
$447,475.00
$78,775.00

We depend on charitable contributions to fund the essential and exceptional
programs that make Gillen Brewer such a unique place for children with special
needs and their families. Our enhanced, comprehensive program is so essential
for our students and distinguishes Gillen Brewer from other schools. Your gift to
Gillen Brewer allows us to continue to provide initiatives, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fundraiSinG revenue

annual Beneﬁt
annual fund
Special funds & Grants

SUPPORTING GILLEN BREWER:
A CRITICAL NEED

Our Family Program
Our Unique Integrated Therapeutic and Academic Program
Counseling
Social Groups
Art, Science, and Music Classes
Sports and Fitness Programs at Asphalt Green
State-of-the-Art Facilities and Technology
Pet Partnerships and Art Farm
Competitive Salaries for Our Talented Staﬀ
Rockin’ Readers Program
Exposure to the Wonderful Resources New York City
Has to Oﬀer

75%
21%
4%

$2,065,900.00

Visit www.gillenbrewer.com for more information on our program.

$2.06m raiSed
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2017-2018 HIGHLIGHTS

2017-2018 HIGHLIGHTS
dr. audrey Halpern
As Dr. Audrey Halpern enters her 14th year working
as a psychologist at Gillen Brewer, she could not be
more thrilled to take on her new position as the
Head of the Psychology Department. Audrey is
passionate about the mission of the department:
promoting the social and emotional health and
well-being of the Gillen Brewer community, which
encompasses the students, families and staﬀ.
The Psychology Department does this by providing
students with individual and group therapy, both
in and out of the classroom; oﬀering consultation,
training and support to staﬀ; and partnering with parents and caregivers.
One of Audrey’s favorite things about working at Gillen Brewer is the opportunity to be a part of a community of learners; a place where all are curious, dedicated,
and passionate about the work they do and the students and families they serve, and
everyone has the chance to learn from one another. She relishes the knowledge she
has gained over the years, as she has learned from the incredible students, families
and staﬀ with whom she has worked, and is always looking forward to learning more.
This year, Audrey is especially excited about furthering the ongoing initiative to
integrate social-emotional learning into the fabric of the classrooms on a schoolwide level. She has observed the signiﬁcant impact of learning and practicing these
concepts together as a class and looks forward to continuing to develop and implement social-emotional lessons in collaboration with the other therapy departments.
Audrey holds a Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology from Rutgers University, an M.A. in
Applied Child Development from Tufts University, and a B.A. in Psychology from
Emory University.

great faith in my daughter, and because of Gillen Brewer,
“I haveI move
forward with assuredness and conﬁdence.
”
ALUMNI FAMILY
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2017-2018 HIGHLIGHTS

2017-2018 HIGHLIGHTS
aSpHalt Green
Sports and ﬁtness are an important part of our program.
This year at Asphalt Green, Gillen Brewer students
participated in martial arts, soccer, baseball, tennis,
swimming, and movement class, which includes
obstacle courses, stretches, and group games. Students
learn about the importance of physical activity and
practice teamwork!

Soulcycle
In January, Gillen Brewer held our ﬁrst-ever SoulCycle
Charity Ride! Led by a dedicated team of volunteers,
58 bikers showed up to SoulCycle on a Sunday
afternoon to pedal away in support of Gillen Brewer.
The event raised over $6,000 for the school and it was
wonderful to see alumni families, staﬀ, and current
families participate.

12
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THE 2018 GILLEN BREWER ANNUAL BENEFIT:

“WE ARE FAMILY”
The 2018 Gillen Brewer School Beneﬁt, We Are Family,
honored Chairman Emeritus Henry Schacht, father of
our founder Laura Bilicic and son of our namesake,
Virginia Brewer. We Are Family gave us the opportunity
to celebrate an exemplary leader who embodies the
spirit of our community. In addition to being a dedicated
trustee since GBS was founded in 1992, Henry has been kathryn tyree, Henry Schacht and
the driving force behind our fundraising eﬀorts. He was laura Bilicic
responsible for our partnership with Autism Speaks as well as our ﬁrst capital campaign
which funded the acquisition of 410 East 92nd Street. Everyone at Gillen Brewer
continues to beneﬁt from his outstanding leadership and wise counsel, and it was an
honor to celebrate his deep and enduring contributions to the school. As trustee and
alumni parent Neal Meltzer said in the Beneﬁt video, “this whole school is a testament
to what family can do.”
The GBS Beneﬁt is our largest fundraising event of the year, and a wonderful celebration of our school. It provides
an opportunity for staﬀ, parents, trustees, and friends to gather, socialize, and support Gillen Brewer. The Beneﬁt is
essential to our ability to carry out our mission, and raises critically-needed funds for our program. Ticket purchases
and gifts to the Beneﬁt do not count as participation in the Annual Fund, as these two endeavors are entirely separate.
anonymous
lane addonizio
alan and katherine Stroock fund
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
anne ford foundation
dannah and Shar asrejadid
austin & co.
autism Speaks, inc
Gregory Baecher
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
anya Barak
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and alfredo Barbier
Barclays educational Gift matching program
raneet and Joseph Barr
diana and richard Beattie
cem Behmoaram
candace Beinecke
Haydee and alain Belda
nicole and roy Ben-dor
Benevity causes
Shoshana dachs Bergman
kathleen and Hans Bernier
laura and George Bilicic
Bond, Schoeneck & king, pllc
Botwinick-Wolfensohn foundation, inc.
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Gordon Hoppe and michael Breault
Janet Brown and michael Brewer
estrellita and daniel Brodsky
colene and Harold Brown
abigail Burch
Helena and Henry Burnett
kim and kurt Butenhoﬀ
Sally and Sam Butler
t.J. carella
russell carson
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo

the cedars foundation, inc.
century 21 real estate, llc
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
chapple macaulay foundation
Sherry and ruoxi chen
richard l. chilton, Jr.
chilton foundation
Hisu chang and peter chiu

OVER

$1,500,000
RAISED
to strengthen
our program

Henry with his family and friends

carol lee and Steven choi
mark colodny
keily concepcion
linda Walder and dan cotto
Susan and david coulter
cravath, Swaine & moore llp
W. Bowman cutter
ashley dallas
ryan dalton
norah and John daly
frank d’amelio
the daniel & estrellita Brodsky
family foundation
the daniel Jordan fiddle foundation

amy de felice
alison de noia
robert e. denham
melody and Samuel di piazza
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
tara and Jesse diamond
Harriet and alan dresher
nicole and andrew dresher
Shannie easterby
the edward John & patricia rosenwald
foundation
cheryl and Blair eﬀron
latasha ellis
Gwenn kalow and andrew fallis

Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
andrea feirstein
Stacey and andrew feller
michelle lim and carlos fernandez
annette rodriguez-ferrer and isidro ferrer
nancy Bolmeier fisher and ian fisher
mary and Scott flieger
anne ford
maxine forman
Bob forrester
amy france
fresh direct
marilu Johnson and luis frias
carly furino
Steven Glenn
Jane Godfrey
Shari and Josh Goldberg
Jeﬀrey Goldfaden
lisa and evan Goldﬁne
Goldman, Sachs & co. matching Gift program
Goldman Sachs Gives
Judy Goldstein
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
michael Graﬀ
Bianca and Shane Grant
linda and alfred Greisman
Janet Grillo
Judith and Henri Gueron
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
patrick Hackett
Happy Baby foundation
Continued on page 16
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gBs donor LisT continued from page 15

the Harold and colene Brown family foundation
allison trevino-Hartman and travis Hartman
noreen and fred Hassan
debbie and craig Hassenbein
phyllis Heilborn
Jessica and rick Held
mary and Jim Henderson
Braque Hershberger
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
Jane and in Seon Hwang
monica fishman and david iankelevich
cathy kaufman iger and mark iger
lori and Gregg ireland
megan irwin
krista Jacobsen
carol and mark Jaﬀe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
leslie and Jim Johnson
ann and vernon Jordan
connie and Gene kahn
anna mcmichael-kane and michael kane
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
kapnag Heating and plumbing corp.
marina and Stephen kaufman
Sheryl and chip kaye
the kaye family foundation
ellen and richard kelson
donna and robert kennedy
Sydney and robert kindler
Benjamin klein
marilyn and peter klein
robert knauss
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
patricia reinfeld kolodny and
franklin kolodny
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
eleonore and nigol koulajian
adam krainson
Henry kressel
amr kronfol
Sheila labrecque
lambert family foundation
Joseph landy
landy family foundation
maria and michael lanzarone
deirdre and rich latour
law oﬃces of neal Howard rosenberg
the law oﬃces of regina Skyer and associates
Shelly and George lazarus
francine and Bill lee
meredith and david lee
lawrence W. leighton
len camber charitable trust
martin lipton
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
the luke and meadow foundation
vishal mahadevia
vicky and Gotham makker
the marc S. Zeplin foundation
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marina p and Stephen e kaufman foundation
lisa and mark markowski
ellen marram
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
lexi mckeon
Graciela and neal meltzer
annie and michael mileto
lynne maguire and Will miller
Stacey and richard milman
milman labuda law Group pllc
Jacqueline and noah mittman
daria morganstern
linda and michael morris
teresa and patrick murphy
national Basketball association
thomas neﬀ
lisa manetta-negrette and Giovanni negrette
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
newman's own foundation
nfl foundation
kate and tim o’neill
erin o'rourke
Jeanne marie o'rourke
claudine and robert o'rourke
yoshiko paden
nicole and rich park
nancy and allen parker
Bettina patterson
liz and Jeﬀrey peek
peek family foundation inc
penguin random House llc
leigh and charles penner
pﬁzer inc.
pit east inc
Sharon and Jay podolsky
Jane and Greg porter
linda and Barry price
Glenn prokopik
Bridget and doyle Queally
Stephanie Heilborn and martin Quirno
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
Wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
Zoya raynes
carrie paden rengifo and antonio rengifo
Julie and matthew richardson
kimba Wood richardson and frank e. richardson
the richardson foundation
ellen and Jim riley
riley family foundation
robert and Sydney kindler foundation
usha robillard
paul rogers
theresa and david rogers
romenesa foundation
patricia and John rosenwald
John rowan
patricia and frank russo
tHe Gillen BreWer ScHool

david Salsberg
Sabrina Samaroo
migdalia and paul Sanabria
patricia and paul Saunders
nancy and Henry Schacht
Sally and Jim Schacht
mary Schacht
mame and victor Schrager
Joseph Schull
marguerite and eriberto Scocimara
Scully peretsman foundation
robert W. Scully
monica and rick Segal
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
irina and leon Shaulov
davida Sherwood
veronica and Jim Shipp
Jill and francis Shovlin
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
Sharon Slate
Joel Herman and milt Sleeter
Hannah Sorgi
Jerry Speyer
the Speyer family foundation, inc.
amelia Gewirtz and Harold Stephan
angela Howard Stone and matthew Stone
tara and chris Stutzman
Gabrielle and arthur Sulzberger
alexis and drew Sussberg
chandler and paul tagliabue
the tang fund
oscar l. tang
Barron tenny
catherine and richard thabit
kate Whitney and frank thomas
robert thwaits
maria Sheinin and alexander tsudikman
tracy and christopher turner
Jennifer and floyd turner
kathryn and Bill tyree
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
pranav verma
Helen and frank vescuso
the villani Group llc
Barbara and John vogelstein
Wachtell, lipton, rosen & katz
Janet and William Walker
the Warburg pincus foundation
Warburg pincus llc
rosanne and charles Watson
middy Whelley
linder Williams
James Wilson
elaine and James Wolfensohn
Jihun and Bo yi
cynthia and Jeﬀrey yingling
tiﬀany and Jeron Zerillo
katharine and martin Ziga

GENEROUS DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2017-2018
The Annual Fund runs from July 1- June 30 of every year. The Annual Fund is the only
unrestricted fund providing critical support for the daily operations of our program.
Our goal is 100% participation among current families. Participation is critical as many
external funding sources such as foundations look at the level of family participation
in determining the school’s eligibility for grants.

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
the annual fund supports our operating budget and every aspect of our year-round academic and
therapeutic program. thank you so much to the following list of donors for giving to the 2017-2018
annual fund.
annuaL fund donors
anonymous
cheryl and Jeﬀ abegglen
carmine abruzzo
lane addonizio
amazonSmile foundation
vivette ancona
nancy angard
yuliana and angel angelov
Sarah rosati and patrick Babis
Stephanie mortimore and
charlie Bailey
dina Balderes
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and
alfredo Barbier
Barclays educational
Gift matching program
lauren Baum
Benevity causes
Steven Berkowitz
kathleen and Hans Bernier
laura and George Bilicic
Sally and tim Burch
rosemarie Burkhardt
Sally and Sam Butler
robyne and abel carrasquillo
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
Jung ok chang and Hak min chang
chapple macaulay foundation

patricia and michael chernick
Hisu chang and peter chiu
fanny and paul yee lai chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
comedy clubhouse, inc.
keily concepcion
dBJ contracting
Helen demos
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
Harriet and alan dresher
nicole and andrew dresher
patricia and thomas duBos
evelyn epstein
exxonmobil foundation
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
angela faranda
Stacey and andrew feller
michelle lim and carlos fernandez
nancy Bolmeier fisher and ian fisher
david fishman
marilu Johnson and luis frias
diane Goldin and kenny funk
Ge foundation
Steve Geisler
nathalie and Quintin George
Gladys and roland Harriman foundation
Glenwood management corp.
Shari and Josh Goldberg
lisa and evan Goldﬁne
Goldman, Sachs & co.
matching Gift program

Judy Goldstein
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
diane and robert Goldstein
Bianca and Shane Grant
april Green
linda and alfred Greisman
Beth and Jared Greisman
Judith and Henri Gueron
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
rivkah and israel Halpert
allison trevino-Hartman and
travis Hartman
Health eﬀects institute
ellen and michael Heckler
Jessica and rick Held
mary and Jim Henderson
Jhonatan Hernandez
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
Jane and in Seon Hwang
carol and mark Jaﬀe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
anna mcmichael-kane and michael kane
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
florence kaufman
cynthia and todd kelly
marilyn and peter klein
elaine and Bennett kleinberg
Suzanne knaster
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
Continued on page 18
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Alumni 1%

GivinG By conStituency

GENEROUS DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2017-2018

Grandparents 4%
Trustees 28%

Friends 32%

Organizations 13%

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
lauri and eric kotcher
eleonore and nigol koulajian
david krieger
the kula foundation
liliana menalled and ariel kulkin
faye and david landes
maria and michael lanzarone
regina and michael lanzarone
nancy lanzarone
deirdre and rich latour
lawrence W. leighton
norma and donald levine
alisa ludwig
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
rhonda mace
edna maldonado
paula katz and rick mandler
Bonnie and Gene markowski
lisa and mark markowski
mae marks
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
Graciela and neal meltzer
annie and michael mileto
Stacey and richard milman
Jacqueline and noah mittman
calvert and George moore
teresa and patrick murphy
nancy Spoﬀord yerkes foundation
lisa manetta-negrette and
Giovanni negrette
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
network for Good
olga and maksim nikolayev
claudine and robert o’rourke
indhira ortega
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yoshiko paden
nancy and allen parker
leigh and charles penner
peoples improv theater
pﬁzer foundation matching Gifts program
pﬁzer inc.
pamela Sah and Gayle pollack
Jane and Greg porter
Barbara and Bruce powell
primary kids, inc.
latrelle and ronald prude
Stephanie Heilborn and martin Quirno
dara and miles ramboyong
ayma and orlando ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
constance and fred raphael
Wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
carrie paden rengifo and antonio rengifo
ellen and Jim riley
riley family foundation
Joline robles
theresa and david rogers
paul rogers
katie Zapata and abraham romero
tsvia rosenthal
migdalia and paul Sanabria
nancy and Henry Schacht
tony Schieﬀer
erica Schott
paul Segal
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
irina and leon Shaulov
veronica and Jim Shipp
arlene and Samuel Shlesinger
phyllis and nathan Shmalo
tHe Gillen BreWer ScHool

Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Gale and Steve Sigloch
lilly farahnakian and david Silverman
marilyn and James Simons
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
Sharon Slate
Square 1 art
Justin St. John
carla Stasio
Gayle and paul Stoﬀel
angela Howard Stone and matthew Stone
Sheila Stone
tara and chris Stutzman
Haley and daniel Stutzman
Sushi vida inc.
alexis and drew Sussberg
catherine and richard thabit
the pit loft
Jennifer and floyd turner
Barbara tuttle
kathryn and Bill tyree
kathleen and Henry ullman
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
Jerry vestuto
Warburg pincus llc
carolyn Weston
linder Williams
may lam and michael Wong
Joanne and david Woodyard
Jihun and Bo yi
yourcause, llc trustee for new york life
Javier Zapata
ellen and morris Zedeck
tiﬀany and Jeron Zerillo
katharine and martin Ziga

Current Parents and
Caregivers 22%

ToTaL parenT/caregiver parTicipaTion—84%
The daisies—100%
Bianca and Shane Grant
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
annie and michael mileto
Stephanie Heilborn and martin Quirno
Wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
alexis and drew Sussberg
Jihun and Bo yi
The sunﬂowers—56%
carol lee and Steven choi
Shari and Josh Goldberg
Jane and in Seon Hwang
irina and leon Shaulov
Jennifer and floyd turner
The coconuts—89%
kathleen and Hans Bernier
michelle lim and carlos fernandez
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
Jessica and rick Held
anna mcmichael-kane and michael kane
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
carrie paden rengifo and antonio rengifo
The strawberry plants—100%
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
eleonore and nigol koulajian
deirdre and rich latour
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
leigh and charles penner
tara and chris Stutzman

The peppers—67%
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
Stacey and andrew feller
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
angela Howard Stone and matthew Stone
The venus flytraps—90%
Serena and Steve castellano
nicole and andrew dresher
Beth and Jared Greisman
lisa and mark markowski
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
migdalia and paul Sanabria
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
may lam and michael Wong
katharine and martin Ziga
The Bean sprouts—90%
yuliana and angel angelov
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and
alfredo Barbier
miozoty and Sandy castillo
Hisu chang and peter chiu
keily concepcion
allison trevino-Hartman and
travis Hartman
maria and michael lanzarone
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi

The snapdragons—78%
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
olga and maksim nikolayev
latrelle and ronald prude
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
katie Zapata and abraham romero
linder Williams
The pitcher plants—100%
anonymous
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
Serena and Steve castellano
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
marilu Johnson and luis frias
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
Jacqueline and noah mittman
paul rogers
tiﬀany and Jeron Zerillo
The Baseball plants—67%
Stacey and richard milman
teresa and patrick murphy
lisa manetta-negrette and
Giovanni negrette
claudine and robert o’rourke
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
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GENEROUS DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2017-2018

such wonderful growth... When kids feel safe and
“I seeunderstood
and loved, everything is possible.
”
A FRIEND

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
ToTaL giving BreaKdown
$100,000+
laura and George Bilicic
Jane and in Seon Hwang
Sheryl and chip kaye
the kaye family foundation
nancy and Henry Schacht
angela Howard Stone and
matthew Stone
chandler and paul tagliabue
kathryn and Bill tyree
Barbara and John vogelstein
the Warburg pincus foundation
Warburg pincus llc
$50,000-$99,999
Bob forrester
Happy Baby foundation
newman's own foundation
leigh and charles penner
riley family foundation
usha robillard
irina and leon Shaulov
$25,000-$49,999
raneet and Joseph Barr
cravath, Swaine & moore llp
cathy kaufman iger and mark iger
eleonore and nigol koulajian
martin lipton
Graciela and neal meltzer
the michael Gordon foundation inc.
the moriah fund
olga and maksim nikolayev
romenesa foundation
patricia and frank russo
Wachtell, lipton, rosen & katz
$10,000-$24,999
alan and katherine Stroock fund
Haydee and alain Belda
Janet Brown and michael Brewer
chilton foundation
richard l. chilton, Jr.
mark colodny
comedy clubhouse, inc.
Susan and david coulter
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frank d’amelio
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
Shari and Josh Goldberg
Goldman Sachs Gives
patrick Hackett
lori and Gregg ireland
kira manusis and alexander kaplin
robert and Sydney kindler
Joseph landy
landy family foundation
maria and michael lanzarone
lawrence W. leighton
linda and michael morris
national Basketball association
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
nfl foundation
erin o'rourke
pﬁzer foundation
matching Gifts program
pﬁzer inc.
ellen and Jim riley
robert and Sydney kindler foundation
Joseph Schull
robert W. Scully
Scully peretsman foundation
monica and rick Segal
veronica and Jim Shipp
marilyn and James Simons
Joel Herman and milt Sleeter
Jerry Speyer
the Speyer family foundation, inc.
tara and chris Stutzman
kate Whitney and frank thomas
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
Jihun and Bo yi
ellen and morris Zedeck
$5,000-$9,999
Sally and Sam Butler
t.J. carella
russell carson
chapple macaulay foundation
keily concepcion
norah and John daly

tHe Gillen BreWer ScHool

the edward John & patricia rosenwald
foundation
Stacey and andrew feller
nathalie and Quintin George
Gladys and roland Harriman foundation
tamara rosenthal and randal Goldstein
Health eﬀects institute
mary and Jim Henderson
Brigid and andrew Hutchinson
donna and robert kennedy
robert knauss
lambert family foundation
Shelly and George lazarus
lisa and mark markowski
nancy Spoﬀord yerkes foundation
nyc department of youth &
community development
nicole and rich park
peoples improv theater
the pit loft
Jane and Greg porter
andrea and andrew raphael
patricia and John rosenwald
katharine and martin Ziga
$1,000-$4,999
vivette ancona
yuliana and angel angelov
anne ford foundation
Stephanie mortimore and charlie Bailey
Barclays educational
Gift matching program
diana and richard Beattie
nicole and roy Ben-dor
Benevity causes
Botwinick-Wolfensohn foundation, inc.
Gordon Hoppe and michael Breault
estrellita and daniel Brodsky
colene and Harold Brown
rosemarie Burkhardt
Helena and Henry Burnett
kim and kurt Butenhoﬀ
the cedars foundation, inc.
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
patricia and michael chernick

Hisu chang and peter chiu
carol lee and Steven choi
linda Walder and dan cotto
W. Bowman cutter
the daniel & estrellita Brodsky
family foundation
the daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
robert e. denham
melody and Sam di piazza
Harriet and alan dresher
nicole and andrew dresher
cheryl and Blair eﬀron
exxonmobil foundation
michelle lim and carlos fernandez
annette rodriguez-ferrer and
isidro ferrer
nancy Bolmeier fisher and ian fisher
mary and Scott flieger
anne ford
amy france
Steven Glenn
Glenwood management corp.
Jeﬀrey Goldfaden
lisa and evan Goldﬁne
Goldman, Sachs & co.
matching Gift program
Judy Goldstein
michael Graﬀ
april Green
Beth and Jared Greisman
Judith and Henri Gueron
the Harold and colene Brown
family foundation
Jessica and rick Held
Jhonatan Hernandez
megan irwin
leslie and Jim Johnson
ann and vernon Jordan
anna mcmichael-kane and michael kane
florence kaufman
marina and Stephen kaufman
ellen and richard kelson
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel korinman
Henry kressel
david krieger

Sheila labrecque
nancy lanzarone
deirdre and rich latour
the law oﬃces of regina Skyer
and associates
the luke and meadow foundation
marina p and Stephen e kaufman
foundation
Bonnie and Gene markowski
ellen marram
Hilde and Stephen mcconville
carmen Bryant and kevin mcdonald
lynne maguire and Will miller
Stacey and richard milman
teresa and patrick murphy
lisa manetta-negrette and
Giovanni negrette
claudine and robert o'rourke
Jeanne marie o'rourke
indhira ortega
nancy and allen parker
liz and Jeﬀrey peek
peek family foundation inc
penguin random House llc
Glenn prokopik
Bridget and doyle Queally
dara and miles ramboyong
Wendy katz-rapp and James rapp
carrie paden rengifo and
antonio rengifo
Julie and matthew richardson
kimba Wood richardson and
frank e. richardson
the richardson foundation
paul rogers
katie Zapata and abraham romero
John rowan
david Salsberg
migdalia and paul Sanabria
mary Schacht
marguerite and eriberto Scocimara
Heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
arlene and Samuel Shlesinger
lilly farahnakian and david Silverman
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
2017-2018 annual report

Sharon Slate
Gayle and paul Stoﬀel
Sheila Stone
Gabrielle and arthur Sulzberger
alexis and drew Sussberg
the tang fund
oscar l. tang
catherine and richard thabit
Jennifer and floyd turner
tracy and christopher turner
mariela lazaro de uro and Juan uro
polly and dan Weissman
linder Williams
James Wilson
elaine and James Wolfensohn
may lam and michael Wong
Joanne and david Woodyard
yourcause, llc trustee
for new york life
tiﬀany and Jeron Zerillo
$1-$999
anonymous
cheryl and Jeﬀ abegglen
carmine abruzzo
lane addonizio
maria almiro do vale
amazonSmile foundation
nancy angard
debra appelbaum
dannah and Shar asrejadid
austin & co.
autism Speaks, inc
Sarah rosati and patrick Babis
Gregory Baecher
dina Balderes
anya Barak
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and
alfredo Barbier
lauren Baum
cem Behmoaram
candace Beinecke
Shoshana dachs Bergman
Steven Berkowitz
kathleen and Hans Bernier
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tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
Bond, Schoeneck & king, pllc
Bridge kids of new york
Sally and tim Burch
abigail Burch
robyne and abel carrasquillo
Serena and Steve castellano
miozoty and Sandy castillo
century 21 real estate, llc
Jung ok chang and Hak min chang
Sherry and ruoxi chen
fanny and paul yee lai chiu
Jamie cohen
karen coogan
Jill cusick
ashley dallas
ryan dalton
dBJ contracting
amy de felice
alison de noia
Helen demos
idania varillas and Hristian diamandiev
tara and Jesse diamond
patricia and thomas duBos
Shannie easterby
latasha ellis
evelyn epstein
Gwenn kalow and andrew fallis
angela faranda
andrea feirstein
Samantha finkelstein
david fishman
Stuart flaum
maxine forman
fresh direct
marilu Johnson and luis frias
diane Goldin and kenny funk
carly furino
Ge foundation
Steve Geisler
marcy Geller
ellen Gerson
lisa and trent Gillies
Juliet Glatzer
Jane Godfrey
diane and robert Goldstein
marla Goodman
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Bianca and Shane Grant
linda and alfred Greisman
Janet Grillo
meghan and Julian Gutierrez
allison Gutstein
rivkah and israel Halpert
Sarah Hand
allison trevino-Hartman and
travis Hartman
noreen and fred Hassan
debbie and craig Hassenbein
ellen and michael Heckler
phyllis Heilborn
erica Held
Braque Hershberger
katie and Sam Holliday
monica fishman and david iankelevich
krista Jacobsen
carol and mark Jaﬀe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
connie and Gene kahn
kapnag Heating and plumbing corp.
cynthia and todd kelly
Jennifer korﬀ and Josiah kiebaner
Benjamin klein
marilyn and peter klein
elaine and Bennett kleinberg
Suzanne knaster
kate Gugliotta and Branden koch
patricia reinfeld kolodny and
franklin kolodny
lauri and eric kotcher
adam krainson
amr kronfol
the kula foundation
liliana menalled and ariel kulkin
faye and david landes
regina and michael lanzarone
law oﬃces of neal Howard rosenberg
meredith and david lee
francine and Bill lee
len camber charitable trust
Jo levin
norma and donald levine
paulina levine
Suzanne metzger and david ludwig
tHe Gillen BreWer ScHool

alisa ludwig
rhonda mace
vishal mahadevia
vicky and Gotham makker
edna maldonado
paula katz and rick mandler
the marc S. Zeplin foundation
mae marks
rachel mcGirr
lexi mckeon
deborah metrick
annie and michael mileto
milman labuda law Group pllc
Jacqueline and noah mittman
calvert and George moore
daria morganstern
thomas neﬀ
network for Good
Brian newton
kate and tim o'neill
yoshiko paden
Bettina patterson
pit east inc
Sharon and Jay podolsky
pamela Sah and Gayle pollack
Stacy and eric poritzky
Barbara and Bruce powell
linda and Barry price
primary kids, inc.
latrelle and ronald prude
Stephanie Heilborn and martin Quirno
ayma and orlando ramboyong
constance and fred raphael
Zoya raynes
courtney riley
Sammie robins
Joline robles
theresa and david rogers
tsvia rosenthal
Sabrina Samaroo
patricia and paul Saunders
Sally and Jim Schacht
Jacquelyn Schaul
tony Schieﬀer
erica Schott
paul Segal

mame and victor Schrager
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
davida Sherwood
phyllis and nathan Shmalo
Jill and francis Shovlin
Jodi Goldman and richard Siegmeister
Gale and Steve Sigloch
Jamie and alexander Silver
Julie Smith
Hannah Sorgi
Square 1 art
Justin St. John
carla Stasio
amelia Gewirtz and Harold Stephan
Haley and daniel Stutzman
Sushi vida inc.
Barron tenny
caitlin terry
robert thwaits
maria Sheinin and
alexander tsudikman
Barbara tuttle
kathleen and Henry ullman
peri vella
pranav verma
Helen and frank vescuso
Jerry vestuto
the villani Group llc
Janet and William Walker
James Walsh
elizabeth Walsh
rosanne and charles Watson
carolyn Weston
middy Whelley
cynthia and Jeﬀrey yingling
Javier Zapata

don’t come easy for my son
“andThings
there will be challenges. Today he

walked a little taller and smiled a bigger smile.
Gillen Brewer teachers and staﬀ helped
build a foundation for him and today is a
result of all that hard work and patience.
Thank you for all that you’ve done for him.

”

ALUMNI PARENT

The Gillen Brewer School 2017-2018
Annual Report acknowledges all gifts received
between July 1, 2017, and June 30, 2018.
Every eﬀort has been made to ensure accuracy.
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GENEROUS DONATIONS
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2017-2018

tHank you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
corporationS, foundationS, orGaniZationS
and matcHinG Gift companieS
alan and katherine Stroock fund
amazonSmile foundation
anne ford foundation
austin & co.
autism Speaks, inc
Barclays educational Gift matching program
Benevity causes
Bond, Schoeneck & king, pllc
Botwinick-Wolfensohn foundation, inc.
Bridge kids of new york
the cedars foundation, inc.
century 21 real estate, llc
chapple macaulay foundation
chilton foundation
comedy clubhouse, inc.
cravath, Swaine & moore llp
the daniel & estrellita Brodsky family foundation
the daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
dBJ contracting
the edward John & patricia rosenwald foundation
exxonmobil foundation
fresh direct
Ge foundation
Gladys and roland Harriman foundation
Glenwood management corp.
Goldman Sachs Gives
Goldman, Sachs & co. matching Gift program
Happy Baby foundation
the Harold and colene Brown family foundation
Health eﬀects institute
kapnag Heating and plumbing corp.
the kaye family foundation
the kula foundation
lambert family foundation
landy family foundation
law oﬃces of neal Howard rosenberg
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the law oﬃces of regina Skyer and associates
len camber charitable trust
the luke and meadow foundation
the marc S. Zeplin foundation
marina p and Stephen e kaufman foundation
the michael Gordon foundation, inc.
milman labuda law Group pllc
the moriah fund
nancy Spoﬀord yerkes foundation
national Basketball association
network for Good
newman's own foundation
nfl foundation
nyc department of youth & community development
peek family foundation inc
penguin random House llc
peoples improv theater
pﬁzer foundation matching Gifts program
pﬁzer inc.
pit east inc
the pit loft
primary kids, inc.
the richardson foundation
riley family foundation
robert and Sydney kindler foundation
romenesa foundation
Scully peretsman foundation
the Speyer family foundation, inc.
Square 1 art
Sushi vida inc.
the tang fund
the villani Group llc
Wachtell, lipton, rosen & katz
the Warburg pincus foundation
Warburg pincus llc
yourcause, llc trustee for new york life

tHe Gillen BreWer ScHool

DONORS TO
SPECIAL FUNDS
The danny fiddle arts enrichment fund
this fund was established to create
community-based opportunities for
Gillen Brewer students to participate in
arts-related programs and curriculum
that will enhance their studies and
participation in community life.
linda Walder and dan cotto
the daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
polly and dan Weissman
mariana s. Leighton fund
this fund supporting the library was
established in memory of our beloved
Board member, colleague, and mentor.
alan and katherine Stroock fund
lawrence W. leighton
len camber charitable trust
davida Sherwood
smiling Bauti fund
this fund was established in memory
of our beloved student Bauti uro to help
the school continue to provide a wellrounded education to a diverse community
of learners from all socioeconomic
backgrounds.
francine and Bill lee
mariela lazaro de uro and Juan uro
polly and dan Weissman
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THE GILLEN BREWER COMMUNITY
the School-Home partnership
Gillen Brewer’s unwavering commitment to each family is a cornerstone of the program.
The School's philosophy is founded on the belief that changing the life of a child can
only be achieved through meeting the needs of the family as well. GBS’ goal for parents
is that they develop an understanding of their child and acquire the information and
strategies with which they can be his/her strongest and most supportive advocate. As
both mentor and partner to parents, the school strives to provide a network of resources
and to develop a collaborative relationship which fosters awareness and sensitivity and
enhances the progress of each individual child.
Families are an active part of our community and culture. Parents and grandparents are
invited to join classes on ﬁeld trips as well as come into the classroom as guest readers
and project coordinators.
In true Gillen Brewer spirit, every Gillen Brewer parent is a member of the school's
Parents’ Association. The Parents’ Association is led by three co-chairs and a leadership
team. A group of ten parent volunteers act as Class Representatives (one for each class),
providing signiﬁcant services for the school including assistance with programmatic
initiatives and fundraising activities. With the help of the Parents’ Association the
school hosts a variety of at-school and out-of-school
events to bring the community together. We rely
on volunteers to provide these beloved communitybuilding opportunities, and deeply appreciate the
volunteer support we receive. We gratefully thank
our parents’ association for their hard work and
dedication, this year and every year.

for more information
on volunteerinG,
pleaSe contact tHe
development office,
development@gillenbrewer.com
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WAYS TO MAKE A GIFT
GiftS of caSH
Personal checks and credit card payments are two of the most popular ways to make
a gift to Gillen Brewer. Checks should be made payable to Gillen Brewer School and
mailed to:
Gillen Brewer School
410 east 92nd Street
new york, new york 10128
To pay by credit card, please visit:
www.gillenbrewer.com or
contact development@gillenbrewer.com

our miSSion
The Gillen Brewer School’s mission is to educate and support
our students to become confident, independent
and engaged learners.
We do this by...

matcHinG GiftS
Many companies match their employees’ charitable contributions. For example, if you
donate $5,000 to Gillen Brewer School, your employer may be willing to match your
generosity — and you’ll be credited with a $10,000 gift. Some companies will double
and even triple contributions made by employees and their spouses to nonproﬁt
organizations. You can obtain information and the necessary forms from your employer
and forward these to Gillen Brewer with your gift.

GiftS of SecuritieS
Gifts of appreciated stock provide an opportunity to beneﬁt the school with signiﬁcant
tax advantages for you. Since the cost of the stock is lower than the actual gift amount,
you can avoid paying a capital gains tax on the stock’s increase in value. You can also
claim an income tax deduction for the full market value of the stock at the time of
contribution. For instructions on transferring securities, contact the development oﬃce.
The Gillen Brewer School Annual Report acknowledges all contributions received
between July 1, 2017 and June 30, 2018. Every eﬀort has been made to ensure its
accuracy.

meet tHe development team

Partnering with our families
Providing a nurturing and supportive environment where
children feel accepted and where learning is fun
Encouraging our students to advocate for themselves while
being respectful and responsible members of the community
Engaging our students in a comprehensive 12-month
academic curriculum which incorporates the Common Core
New York State Standards, while addressing the individual
learning needs of each child
Providing developmentally appropriate educational opportunities
and challenges for our students
Integrating speech and language, occupational therapy and
counseling services into our educational program
Cultivating educators who value a team approach and an
ongoing commitment to learning

You are welcome to contact the development team at any time to ask questions or
discuss your giving. We can be reached at development@gillenbrewer.com.
Caitlin Terry, Director of Development and Advancement
Krista Jacobsen, Development Associate
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makinG a difference,
one cHild and family at a time.

410 East 92nd Street
New York, NY 10128
(212) 831-3667
www.gillenbrewer.com

